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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.4-rev24
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.4-rev23
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug ﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #4583.
57276 Error while saving Guard message to Draft
Invoking cleanup() on a ContentAwareComposedMailMessage instance throws an UnsupportedOperationException.
This has been solved by avoiding invoking clean-up for ContentAwareComposedMailMessage instance.
57168 Mail shows only blank body
Depth was not incremented, when style tag in html-body was added.
Increment depth when adding CSS on style tag to solve this issue.
57067 Emoticon pop-up is not anchored properly in Compose window
Strict javascript engines (Edge) failed when assigning values to read-only variables in strict mode.
This has been ﬁxed by using the setter function with a new object instead of assigning directly to
the object of the getter.
57066 Graphical Elements in Email Appear Squashed When Printed
Combination of width:auto and max-widht:100% causes elements to enlarger when set to 100%
width.
This has been solved by removing styles.
57064 Calendar module, monthly view, ﬁrst week of January is missing
Using tables in monthview led to missing days in the view.
Implemented a more cleaner version to have always all days displayed.
56999 Incorrect handling of sieve max redirects
The MAXREDIRECTS limit that the Sieve server provided was used on the middleware to check the
total redirect commands in the entire user’s script.
The middleware now checks the total redirect commands in a single rule to solve this issue.
56912 OX6: added \n after logout to signature
New/Missing line breaks after sanitizing.
Don’t use the new print for signatures for OX6 to avoid unnecessary line breaks.
56589 Shared private calendar - decline appointment as a secretary (not an invitee) - deletes
the appointment for everyone
A missing ”participants” array in the updated appointment data was misinterpreted so that participants got removed.
Take over original participant data in case they’re not explicitly set by the client.
55298 Maximum conﬁgured sized needs to be ﬁxed for Japanese Error message
Response format was strangely encoded html.
This has been solved by forcing response format to be correct html with json data.
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55057 Folder structure order for the default folders are changed
Wrong order were implemented.
This has been ﬁxed by changing ﬁxed order of folders.
54765 Guest quota not working as expected
Guest quota was not working as expected.
This has been solved by removing frontend quota check.
52107 Different display of name with comma
Parentheses were rigorously dropped from address strings.
Solution: Keep parentheses in quoted personal part; e.g. ‘‘"Doe, Jane (JD)" <doe.jane@domain.de>’’.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

57276, 57168, 57067, 57066, 57064, 56999, 56912, 56589, 55298, 55057, 54765, 52107,
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